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7.7 Radiation studied on the Internet
— on-line radiation teaching materials -

Hiroyoshi Inoue, Mayumi Kagoshima, and Mariko Yamasaki

Kurume University School of Medicine, Isotope Institute for Basic and clinical Medicine

Abstract
In order to facilitate scientific understanding of radiation in Japan where social understanding has
been already progressed, we developed Internet radiation teaching materials that can be utilized as
off-school teaching materials or supplementary materials. The teaching materials of "atomic
structure and radiation" and "medical treatment and radiation" were tried for 160 high school
students and 59 junior high school students, respectively. More than 70 % of the student answered
that these teaching materials were effective when they understand radiation.
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Figure 1. The scientific aspect and the social aspect of radiation education
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Figure 2. On-line Teaching Materials "Medical Treatment and Radiation"
This teaching materials are devised so that students cai simply study the radiations
applied in medical treatment by explaining the difficult terms including atomic
structure, the characteristics of radiation, biological action mechanism, etc. as
hanging contents. This composition enables study united with a student's skill
leveiFMrthermore§ the learning support original with the Internet study is
performed by using abiradantiy the video teaching materials produced by the
radiation medical equipments as follows.
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Kgure3. On-line Teaching IVfeterids '^Nucleus and Radiation"
Since the physics completion persore understand the atonic structure,
in the teaching materials, vie demise so that students can understand the
Mud of radiation, character, the unit of radiation, the action of radiation,
use of radiation, and the general physics tbeoremthat can be confirmed
using rad ati on through a stage.
Especially, in order toeraploy the characteristic of the study reieg the
Internet, the teaching nrateriais # i c h used Java Script \tere p^pared,
and it deMsed so that the study participation of the student codd be
carried out actively.
Fdlovang serins are trid screens of the physical half-life produced by
JavaScript
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Figure 4. The questionnaire after self-study with on-line teaching-materials
(Objects: 219 persons of junior high school and high school students)
Were these teaching materials helpfu!
when you understood radiation?
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